
AGENDA ITEM # 7b
REPORT #: 09-1517-CON

PLANNING COMMISSION STAF'F REPORT

MEETING DATE: November 2,2009

Applicant: John & Michaela Frontera

Agent: Bryan Pollard, AIA

Project Location: 4964 Sixth Place

APN: 03-312-024

Zoning: Planned Residential Development
(PRD-20)

General Plan Designation: Medium Density
Residential (MDR)

I. RECOMMENDATION

Consider the proposed project and provide direction to staff and the applicants regarding the proposed
addition and the expansion of new construction into the required setback areas.

ITEM FOR CONSIDERATION

Case No. 09-1517-CON

Conceptual review of a request for a Development Plan Amendment, Conditional Use permit and
Coastal Development Permit to remodel an existing single family dwelling and a detached two-story
duplex and construct a 453 square foot addition that would combine the two structures into one larger
trþlex building. The two existing residential structures are legal non-conforming in terms of setbacks; a
portion of the proposed addition would match the existing legal non-conforming setback rather than
meet current setback requirements.

Report prepared by: Nick Bobroff, Associate Planner
Community Development Department

Reviewed by: Steve Goggia for Jackie Campbell, Director
Community Development Department

SIGNATURE

Proiect Site
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II. PROPOSED PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Development Plan Amendment: The proposed project would add 453 square feet of new living
area to an existing two-story, three unit multi-family complex. The new addition would be two
stories and would fill in the patio/open space between the existing one-story single family dwelling
and existing two-story duplex, thereby creating one, larger two story triplex building. The total
square footage of the new triplex building (including the two attached one car garages) would be
3,208 square feet. The maximum height of the new triplex would remain at22 feeteight inches
(which is the maximum height of the existing duplex); the new addition would reach a maximum
height of 21 feet 10 inches.

The proposed addition would increase the square footage of the Unit B (the existing single family
dwelling). Unit A (the downstairs unit in the existing duplex building) would be reduced slightly in
size and converted from a one bedroom unit to a studio unit. Unit C (the upstairs unit in the existing
duplex building) would undergo a minor remodel but would remain a two bedroom unit. No net
increase in the number of units or total number of bedrooms would result from this project.

The project would also address a number of zoning/building code violations found on the property, by
relocating a hot tub out of the front yard, relocating and redesigning an outdoor shower, reducing the
height of fences and hedges along the street frontages (to provide for safe vision clearance), remóving
a carport located within the side setback area, removing a patio trellis structure connecting a detached
one-car garuge to the existing single family dwelling and the permitting of an existing as-built patio
trellis in the rear yard. Minor hardscape and landscape improvements would occur throughout in
order to create andlor improve both common and private open spaces for the residents of the triplex.

Conditional Use Permit: The existing single family dwelling and duplex structure are considered
legal non-conforming in terms of their front yard setbacks and distance between buildings. The
proposed addition would resolve the distance between buildings requirement by combining the
separate structures into one building. The existing structures are proposed to remain in their present
location in the front yard setback (located along Sixth Place), and a portion of the new construction
(the stairwell) would add development within the required front setback. The proposed stairwell
would be utilized by the existing single family dwelling that is currently one story which would
become two stories. The property is also considered legal non-conforming with respect to parking as
it lacks a legal visitor parking space, which is required for residential developments with three or
more units. The parking arrangement is proposed to remain as is.

A Conditional Use Permit would be required to allow the remodels of the existing non-conforming
residential units and to allow the new construction within the required setback area.

Coastal I)evelopment Permit: A Coastal Development Permit is required to allow the proposed
development as described above.

Plans are attached as Exhibit l.
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III. PURPOSE OF CONCEPTUAL REVIEW

The purpose of the conceptual review process is to allow a project applicant and staff to submit
conceptual plans for review and to receive advisory comments and suggestions from the Planning
Commissioners. Conceptual review also provides an opportunity for the Commission to consider and
provide direction on broad policy questions as they relate to a proposed project. The feedback from the
Commission should provide preliminary guidance to the applicant and staff, and assist in developing a
project that can be found consistent with city requirements and polices.

This project is being presented to the Commission for Conceptual Review given the unique situation
created by the existing legal non-conforming structures and the request to add development within the
setback area, thereby adding to the non-conforming features of the property. Staff and the applicant seek
direction from the Commission as to whether any new construction on this property should be required
to meet current setback requirements or, whether it could be allowed to be placed within the setback
through the use of a Conditional Use Permit.

IV. BACKGROUND

Site Characteristics

The subject property is located at the corner of Sixth Place and Yucca Lane. The 7,020 square foot
parcel is presently improved with a one story single family dwelling, a detached two story duplex
apartment (with two attached one-car garages) and adetached one car garagelstorage building. The
property utilizes three driveways, two accessed from Sixth Place and one on Yucca Lane. As noted
above in the project description, the property is considered legal non-conforming in terms of the front
setback requirements, distance between buildings and visitor parking.

The property is surrounded by other multi-residential developments, most of which are developed with
several detached dwellings rather than single,larger multi-unit buildings. The subject property's
orientation is unique amongst its surrounding properties in that Sixth Place functions as its front yard
whereas the other properties on Sixth Place front onto a larger street with a broader right-of-way (Fifth
Street, Seventh Street or Elm Avenue, respectively) and utilize Sixth Place, which only has a 4O-foot
wide rightof-way as a rear alley or a secondary street frontage (i.e., street-side yard).

The site is zoned Planned Residential Development (PRD-20) and has a General Plan land use
designation of Medium Density Residential (MDR). The site is not subject to any special overlay
districts.

Proiect Historry

The subject property was created out of a two-lot subdivision (Parcel Map No. 25,089) with the lot
immediately to the north (4953 Seventh Street) in 1981. At the time, development on the property was
limited to the existing single family dwelling and a detached garage. The existing single family dwelling
is set back 40 feet from street centerline (i.e.,20 feet from the front property line). The garage was later
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demolished to make way for the two-story duplex apartment which was originally approved in 1984 and
built in 1986. During the review of the duplex, the Planning Commission took separate actions to grant
the property use of three driveways (two is typically the maximum allowed) and to make a determination
that Yucca Lane was an alley for setback purposes as opposed to a street. The duplex was allowed to
match the existing non-conforming front setback established by the single family dwelling. A detached
garage was permitted in 1993 to be built in the rear corner of the lot and is also considered legal non-
conforming due to a portion of the garage encroaching into the required five-foot side yard seiback.

Architectural Review Board

The proposed project will be presented to the Architectural Review Board on October 29,2009 for
preliminary review. As part of their review, the Board will be asked to provide input on the proposed
addition and specihcally the new construction within the front setback as it relates to site desìgn,
architectural style and neighborhood compatibility. The Board's comments on the proposed pioject and
the requested encroachment will be presented at the Planning Commission hearing.

V. ANALYSIS

The existing buildings are legal non-conforming with respect to the front setback requirements. In the
PRD zone district, the front yard setback requirement is to be a minimum of 20 feet from the properry
line or 50 feet from street centerline, whichever is the greater of the two standards. Because Sixth place
has a 4O-foot wide right-oÊway, the 5O-foot from street centerline requirement (which equates to a 30
foot setback from the front property line) is the more stringent of the two setback standards. Both the
single family dwelling and the duplex are constructed approximately 40 feet from street centerline
(which is 20 feet from the property line).

The proposed project would add a 453 square foot addition to these non-conforming buildings. All of
the new living area created by the addition, as well as the new second floor balcony, would be located
behind the required front setback. The stairwell to the new second floor would however be located
within the 5O-feet from street centerline front setback since the stairwell would occupy a portion of the
existing building's footprint in the setback. The new stairwell would not add atry ne* rqrar. footage,
nor would it increase the building footprint within the setback. It would however increase the amount of
development within the setback by expanding this one story portion of the residence into a two story
element. As such, the new stairwell would expand the non-conforming status of the property.

Given the legal non-conforming status of the existing buildings and the fact that a portion of the new
addition would not meet the current front setback requirements, the project must receive additional
discretionary permits in addition to a Development plan Amendment.

Legal Non-Conforming Uses and Structures

Legal non-conforming uses and structures include any lawful use, building or structure, existing at the
time of adoption of the current zoning code, which does not conform to the regulations of the zãning
district in which it is situated. In most cases, the non-conforming structures or uses are made up of àlder
buildings or long term tenants that predate the City's adoption of a zoning ordinance, or in somè cases,
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even predate the City's incorporation. The general intent of the ZoningCode, is to, over time, replace
non-conforming structures or uses with ones that meet current zoningcode standards and thereby
achieve uniform land use. However, under special circumstances, the City may desire to providó a
means for certain legal non-conforming uses or structures to remain, where it serves a beneficial CiW
purpose such as maintaining the City's rental housing stock or preserving a historic building.

Chapter 14'82 of the City's Municipal Code outlines the review process for projects involving a legal
non-conforming use or structure. Section 14.82.010 of that Chapter sets out the general policy thai
extension, expansion or enlargemeni of an existing non-conforming use or structure is prohibited unless
specifically authorized by the Municipal Code. Two sections of this chapter (14.S2.060-
Nonconformance as to yards or height; and 14.82.061- Nonconformance of residential uses as to yards,
height or parking) are particularly relevant to this discussion. The excerpts from chapter 14.82 for these
two sections are provided below:

$14.82.060 Nonconformance as to Yards or Height states: If a buitding or structure is conforming
as to use but nonconforming as to yards or height, said building or structure may be permitted by
the Planning Commission to be enlarged, extended, moved or structurally altered; piovided, that
any addition or enlargement complies with the yard and height requirements of the district inwhich
such building or structure is located; providedfurther, that no living quarters may be extended into
an accessory building located in the front, side or rear yards by such addition or enlargement.

$14.82.061 Nonconformance of Residential Uses as to Yards, Height or Parking states:
I' Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, if a residential use offour orfewer dwelling

units is conþrming as to use but nonconforming as to yards, height or parking, improvements
which may result in prolonging the life of such nonconforming use may be authorized by the
Planning Commission subject to a Conditional (Jse permit.

2' In considering and issuing such a Conditional (Jse Permit, the Commission must lìnd, qt a
minimum, the following:

a. Continuation or upgrading the residential unit or units will not have an adverse ffict on
t he s ut ounding ne i ghb or ho o d ;

b. The habitable capacity of the unit or units will not be increased beyond that previously
existing; and

c. The shortage of adequate housing within the City justifies the continuation of the
nonconforming use and authorization to make improvements necessary to upgrade the
living conditions in the unit or units.

Section 14.82.060 stipulates that when a building is conforming as to use (i.e., the use is consistent with
the applicable zone district) but is non-conforming as to yards or height, structural changes can be made
to the building, pursuant to Planning Commission approval, provided that any new additions or
enlargements comply with the applicable yard (i.e. setback) and height requirements, and that no living
quarters are extended into an accessory building as a result of such additions or enlargements. Under
this section, since the buildings are residentially occupied consistent with the Medium Density
Residential designation in the PRD-20 zone, the Commission could grant permission for the applicants
to remodel their existing units and construct new additional square footage, but any new deveþment
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would have to meet the cuffent setback requirements. This would require a redesign of the proposed
project so that the new stairwell would not be located within the required front setback.

Section 14.82.061provides another option for the Commission to consider. According to this section,
residential developments of four or fewer units that are conforming as to use but that are non-
conforming as to yards (i.e., setbacks), height or parking may be permitted to undertake improvements
that would prolong the life of the structure(s) subject to the approval of a Conditional Use permit.

The Conditional Use Permit, as a planning tool, allows the Planning Commission to exercise broad
discretion over a proposed use or project and in taking an action to approve or deny a project. Through
the use of the CUP, the Commission can f,rnd that allowing improvements which prolongthe life of a
non-conforming use (i.e., structure) can include structural repairs, remodels, additions and similar new
construction to a residential unit or units. The CUP required by this section can even be used to
supersede the requirements of the previous section (14.82.060), thereby providing a means for new
development that does not meet current development standards (such as the proposed stairwell) to be
permitted.

In order to grant such a CUP however, the Commission must first make three required findings. The
f,rndings are restated below. A discussion of the proposed development's consistency with these findings
is also provided for the Commission's consideration.

ct. Continuation or upgrading the residential unit or units will not have an adverse ffict on the
surr ounding ne i ghb orho o d,'

The existing structures are considered legal non-conforming in terms of the front setback,
distance between buildings and visitor parking. The proposed project would resolve the distance
between buildings requirement by combining the two separate buildings into one. There is
sufficient room in one of the driveways to accommodate a visitor parking space, albeit within the
required front setback. All of the new living area resulting from the proposed addition would
meet the required 50 feet from street centerline front setback requirement. Only the new
stairwell would occupy a portion of the existing building's footprint in the setback area and
continue that encroachment on the second story. Since the proposed development maintains the
existing plane and does not encroach farther into the setback (e.g., bump out), its visual impact
on the surrounding neighborhood will likely be minimal.

The current 4O-foot setbacks (from street centerline) enjoyed by the existing single family
residence and duplex apartment are generally in keeping with the surrounding development
pattern on Sixth Place and the greater Downtown Neighborhood. The subject property is the
only parcel that uses Sixth Place as a front yard for setback purposes. The adjacent properties
utilize Sixth Place as a rear alley or secondary street (street-side yard or second front yard) and
while other structures face Sixth Place, they enjoy reduced setbacks that are conìmensurate or
less than what is requested for this project, ranging between approximately 25 feet and 45 feet
from the street centerline.
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c.

The project would also remedy various zoninglbuilding violations and include a comprehensive
exterior remodel of the units, thereby eliminating existing adverse impacts on the neighborhood
and developing a cohesive architectural theme and treatment for the entire property. These
improvements would help to improve the street frontage of the property which could be found in
keeping with the policies and objectives expressed in the Community Design Element of the
City's General Plan.

Given that the proposed addition would largely meet the setback requirements and only the
stairwell, which does not include any habitable space would be permitted to expand in the
setback area and the existing setbacks (which would be maintained) are not inconsistent with the
surrounding development pattern, staff believes that the Commission could find that the project
as proposed would not result in an adverse effect on the surrounding neighborhood.

The habitable capacity of the unit or units will not be increased beyond that previously existing;

The term "habitable capacity" is not defined in Chapter 14.82. However, reading that chapter in
context, staff has traditionally interpreted the restriction in CMC 14.82.061on increasing
habitable capacity to refer to a restriction on adding additional dwelling units. (See e.g., CMC
14.82.010(3).) The property is presently developed with three units (two two-bedroom units and
one one-bedroom unit). The project would expand the overall square footage of one of the units
but would not result in a net increase to the number of units or bedrooms. Given that the overall
number of units on the property would not be changed as a product of this project, staff believes
that the Commission could make this flrnding for the proposed project.

The shortage of adequate housing within the City justifies the continuation of the nonconforming
use and authorizqtion to make improvements necessary to upgrade the lÌving conditions in the
unit or units.

In staff s interpretation, this finding requires the Commission to make a policy decision that the
beneficial purpose driving the expansion of a nonconforming use or structure outweighs the
purpose behind uniform application of the City's zoning regulations. CMC 14.82.061authorizes
expansion of a nonconforming use if the expansion will address the shortage of adequate housing
in the City. Traditionally, the City of Carpinteria has experienced a shortage of available rental
housing units. In recent years, rental vacancy rates have hovered at, or below two percent, which
indicates a shortage of adequate rental housing. Allowing for the upgrade and expansion of the
triplex will improve the living conditions in the units and prolong the life of three apartment
units in the City's downtown, immediately adjacent to the downtown core and improve the
aesthetic character of the property for the neighborhood. Given that the expansion of the
nonconformity is relatively limited in the proposed development, staff believes that the
Commission could hnd that the shortage of rental housing, particularly in the downtown core,
j ustifies the proposed improvements.

Given the analysis provided here, staff believes that the Commission could make the required findings to
grant a Conditional Use Permit to upgrade and expand the three existing units. In considering a
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Conditional Use Permit, the Commission would also have the ability to add any special conditions they
see flt that would help to mitigate any potential impacts of such a project.

Alternatively, the Commission may determine that under the factual circumstances presented here,
uniformity with the City's zoningregulations is preferable to expansion of the nonconformities. In that
event, under Chapter 14.82, the existing nonconformities could be permitted to remain but any new
structures or added square footage would have to meet current setback requirements. In this instance,
such a determination would require the stairwell to the second floor to be relocated behind the 5g-foot
setback line from the street centerline. This would require the second floor to be stepped back l0 feet. It
appears this could be accommodated (i.e., there is room for the stairwell within the allowed building
envelope), although it would likely require a redesign in order to develop an attractive and functional
floor plan that could continue to successfully integrate the two buildings into one.

Variance & Development Plan Modification

Occasionally, under unique circumstances, the Commission has used a Variance or Development plan
Modification to allow a development standard, such as a setback requirement, to be modified or reduced
in order to accommodate a project that could not otherwise be achieved. However. neither a Variance
nor a Development Plan Modification are proper tools for this particular project given the legal non-
conforming circumstances of the existing structures. Even assuming, for argument sake, that these tools
could be used on a nonconforming property, the availability of Variances are limited to circumstances
prescribed by state law and the City's provisions for a Development Plan Modification are allowable
only to accommodate certain types of development which do not appear to be applicable. Instead, a
Conditional Use Permit is the appropriate tool to use if the Commission wishes to allow the requested
project including the encroachment of new development into the setback.

VI. ACTION OPTIONS

1. Direct staff and the applicant to revise the project so that all
setback requirements; or
Direct staff and the applicant to proceed with a Conditional
development and encroachment into the setback.

new development meets the current

Use Permit to allow the requested

VUI. ATTACHMENTS

Exhibit I Preliminary Architectural Plans

2.
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